
Please read the enclosed and if you agree sign and write your address and then 
pass on to your neighbor. If the petition gets full or you receive it a second time, 
please return to D. Feige, 8706 Avondale Ct. The proposed increase is for 
November 29,2010. Please return all petitions to me by November ISth. Thanks 
Deb 



We, the undersigned residents of Hillridge Subdivision, want to voice our opinion 
that the proposed increase submitted by Hillridge Facilities, lnc, is excessive. 
Between the monthly increase of $8.37 and the requested surcharge of $11.19, 
they are requesting an increase of approximately 81%. We are all aware the 
price of goods and supplies has increased, but this request is ludicrous. LG&E 
requested and was granted an increase in January 2010 of 12.1%. LWC's 
proposed increase in their 2010 budget meeting was 4.5 to 5.5%. MSD had a rate 
increase this year of 6.5%. 

As recently as 2008/09 MSD has tried to purchase the facility. The following is 
an excerpt from Wave 3 internet post dated November 12, 2008. 

WAVE 3 asked Brian Bingham, Regulatory Services Director with MSD, just what 
the hold up is. "It has always been a priority but there haven't been any active 
negotiations in recent times," Bingham said, Bingham added that there have been 
ongoing negotiations to buy out the plant, but they have always broken down 
over i ts price tag. "They are a for-profit company and I would assume they do 
make a profit on it," says Bingham. 

A reasonable rate increase may be necessary. This request is beyond the realm of 
reason. If the owners of this for profit company cannot efficiently run the 
company a t  the current rates or a reasonable increase, they should finally sell it to 
MSD. 
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